Introducing Paragon Traders.

Chinese philosopher and writer Lao Tzu once said: “The key to growth is the introduction of higher dimensions into your awareness”. Paragon Traders presents
you a higher dimension of financial growth, a state-of-the-art trading platform, driven by the endless capabilities of supercomputers and the intervention of
experienced traders. Once available only to the largest of hedge funds, this trading platform is exclusively unlocked for you. Grab it now!

Defining Paragon Traders
Paragon Traders is an advanced, Private/Commercial lending and leasing company who has in recent years established a forex and cryptocurrency based
growth fund which offers a Capital Gain Program (CGP), trading and mining platform to users, This platform is the culmination of a long-standing dream - To
bring the magic of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to the world of trading, and make it accessible to the masses.

Paragon Traders SATB
(State of the Art Trading Bot)
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At the very heart of Paragon Traders lies something we call SATB. SATB is a self - learning, an AI-based trading algorithm which is way ahead of our
times and other 'trading bots' available in the market. However, it is not the usual run of the mill pre-fed trading system. It is something truly intelligent,
something much brilliant that it learns from every transaction, every trade it makes.
Self - Improvisation is the word that justifies the process behind State of Art Trading Bot, SATB. For our users, it means that they can now take advantage
of some really advanced, cutting-edge technology which was once available only to the world's largest hedge funds; and earn substantial returns on their
investments.

Working of Paragon Traders

Users lend money or
3icoin to Paragon
Traders
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SATB spells its charms and
generates a return over
investments through
Foreign exchange and
digital assets
trading/mining and
Arbitrage in international
Markets.

The lender gets a substantial
share of the profits generated &
the remaining (excess) is
ploughed back into advancing
SATB’s capabilities. This
augments the intellectual
property valuation, hence
appreciating the 3icoin’s value
in the market

How’s TEI Group SATB Different?
Paragon Traders SATB is an epitome of both manual and automated trading. Even the best of trading automation solutions that exist in the market today
only use a single STATIC trading strategy. On contrary, Paragon Traders SATB uses a self - learning, Artificial intelligence based trading algorithm. What
it means in simple terms is that instead of using a few fixed trading methods every time, Paragon Traders learns with every trade it makes and keeps
improving its trading strategy at a rapid pace. SATB's current algorithm is already armed with years of training data so you get to benefit from all of that
right out of the gate. This key improvement is our secret sauce and this is what makes all the difference. Boiled down in mathematical terms, Paragon
Traders SATB uses:
High-quality Technical Analysis (TA) with Conclusive market Data (MD) and combines them to perform High-Frequency Trading (HFT) powered by our
team of long-term experienced traders and Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Why Should You Be Interested in Paragon Traders?
It's as simple as this... All ultra - successful people in the world have one thing in common: They think ahead of the times and stay ahead of the curve. They have
a vision for the future. If you count yourself in that league (or would want to), you don't need any more reasons to be interested.

Looking for ONE more reason?
We'll give you more!
The crypto space presents an opportunity for some really exceptional upside as it is as well as downside too. We are able to turbocharge this potential to
completely new levels by using some really cutting edge, state of the art technology. We combine Artificial intelligence with solid mathematical modelling
and extremely high-quality technical analysis. This makes our Paragon Traders SATB a perfect combination of human ingenuity and machine capabilities.

 Security and peace of mind  Exceptional profits
 Scientific approach
Prompt support team
 Trust  Guarantee of investment

 User-friendly

Modus Operandi
You lease your funds to Paragon Traders and it is then invested in the markets (forex market, cryptocurrency market, commodities and mining as
well), profits made from this trade is then shared in a substantial and stipulated manner to investors Paragon Traders account every 24 hours.
The profits are based upon the trade earnings made by the SATB trading algorithm on that day. With an exceptionally narrow range of day - to - day
basis, you start accumulating your share of trade earnings in your Paragon Traders account.
Summing it all, Paragon Traders offers SATB profits ranging from 30% to 60% + per month on your CGP amount.

CGP-Investment Plan
(Forex, crypto, ETFs)
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CGP Amount

Interest
(Paid Daily)

Initial Capital
Released

Profit Withdrawal

$ 2000 - $5,000

0.5% Up to
15% Per
Month

After 160 Days

Monthly

$ 5010 - $10,000

1.35% Up to
40.5% Per
Month

After 160 Days

Monthly

$ 10,010 - $20,000

1.5% Up to
45% Per
Month

After 160 Days

Monthly

1.66% Up to
50.1% Per
Month

After 160 Days

Monthly

2% Up to 60%
Per Month

After 160 Days

$20,010 - $100,100

$100,100 - infinity

bi-monthly/monthly

NFP
NonFarm Payrolls report measures the number of jobs added or lost in the US economy over the last month. It is released usually on the first Friday of each
month, at 8:30 EST. It is published by the US Department of Labor.
This report is important because the US is the largest economy in the world and its currency (US Dollar) is the global reserve currency. The many economies
peg (tie) their currency's value to the reserve currency, many commodities such as gold and oil are priced in terms of the reserve currency and the local
economy's debt is priced in terms of its own currency.
The NFP report, because of its importance to the reserve currency, tends to move all markets: currencies, equities, treasuries, interest rates and also
commodities. It does it so immediately after the release of the economic data and sometimes so dramatically.
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NFP AMOUNT

INTEREST

CAPITA
L
RELEA
SE

PROFI
T
RELEA
SE

$50,000 - $100,000

150%-200%

90 Days

90 Days

$110,000 -$200,000

210%-340%

90 Days

90 Days

$210,000 - $300,000

350% - 420%

90 Days

90 Days

$310,000 - $1,000,000

430% - 500%

90 Days

90 Days

LOAN Request Plan
A written request is to be made to the company (TEI Group) with the purpose of loan embedded in the mail, mail should be written in your establishment’s letter
heading and also attach proof of ownership documents (where necessary) if the applicant's request be granted, he/she or its representative will visit our alias
branch in UAE for physical meeting and further processing
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LOAN AMOUNT

DEPOSIT AMOUNT

£500,000 - £50,000,000

Deposit: £200,000

£60,000,000 - £200,000,000

Deposit: £350,000

£210,000,000 - £500,000,000

Deposit: £500,000

£510,000,000 - £1.5 Billion

Deposit: £700,000

£1.6 Billion - £5 Billion

Deposit: £1,000,000

Note: Deposits can be made in TEI's country currency or its equivalent in client's local currency.

Blockchain
Technology Blockchain is proving to be one of the most influential technologies of our times. In terms of impact, it's going to stand at par with the likes of
the Internet and the PC. For the first time in mankind's history, we have a solution that has proven to be completely immutable and ultra-secure against any
and all kinds of hacking, cracking and tampering attempts. This opens up a whole new world of possibilities of what can be done with this technology.

Security
The biggest puzzle solved by blockchain technology is that of security. Prior to the advent of the blockchain, anything on the internet was inherently
considered prone to attacks and vulnerabilities.
For the first time in the history of mankind, the Blockchain technology has offered a solution which has proven to be impenetrable against all kinds of
hacking attempts from all over the world. With Paragon Traders , you enjoy the same level of security in all your transactions with us. You can be rest
assured, knowing full well that your digital assets are secure and protected. You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great.

Paragon Traders Waste to mining...Making a Difference!
Mining (proof-of-work)
In cryptocurrency networks, as we all know mining is a validation of transactions. For this effort, successful miners obtain new cryptocurrency as a
reward. The reward decreases transaction fees by creating a complementary incentive to contribute to the processing power of the network. The rate of
generating hashes, which validate any transaction, has been increased by the use of specialized machines such as FPGAs and ASICs running complex
hashing algorithms like SHA-256 and Script. This arms race for cheaper-yet-efficient machines has been on since the day the first cryptocurrency, with
more people venturing into the world of virtual currency, generating hashes for this validation has become far more complex over the years, with miners
having to invest large sums of money on employing multiple high-performance ASICs.
Thus the value of the currency obtained for finding a hash often does not justify the amount of money spent on setting up the machines, the cooling
facilities to overcome the enormous amount of heat they produce, and the electricity required to run them, today in this era of technological advancements
and digital innovation, there is an ever-increasing demand for energy to power these innovations. These requirements pose a real threat to environment
considering, the energy required is obtained from depletion of fossil reserves.
Paragon Traders is all set to introduce one of the most advanced, self - learning and eco - friendly mining solution, a state - of - the - art waste to energy plant. In
the waste - to - energy plants, biodegradable waste will be collected, processed and transformed into clean energy. Thus, creating a sustainable culture to fulfill
insatiable energy demands of the cryptocurrency miningprojects
The efficiency, excellence, and sustainability of Paragon Traders will be driven by recovering CO2 - neutral fuel from biomass and further using this fuel to
produce an energy with extremely low emissions. The energy produced willpower crypto mining farms, reducing our dependency on already scarce fossil fuels.
This revolutionary method will also address Waste surplus and Energy shortfall crisis.

Today in this era of technological advancements and digital innovation, there is an ever-increasing demand for energy to power these innovations. These
requirements pose a real threat to environment considering, the energy required is obtained from depletion of fossil reserves.
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Paragon Traders is all set to introduce one of the most advanced, self - learning and eco - friendly mining solution, a state of the art waste to energy plant.
In the waste to energy plants, biodegradable waste will be collected, processed and transformed into clean energy. Thus, creating a sustainable culture to
fulfil insatiable energy demands of the cryptocurrency mining projects.
The efficiency, excellence, and sustainability of Paragon Traders will be driven by recovering CO2 - neutral fuel from biomass and further using this fuel
to produce an energy with extremely low emissions. The energy produced willpower crypto mining farms, reducing our dependency on already scarce
fossil fuels. This revolutionary method will also address Waste surplus and Energy shortfall crisis.

How It Works?
Waste material is collected in an enclosed area, where it is thoroughly segregated into Non-Bio degradable and Biodegradable mass. Non - biodegradable
waste is then crushed and compressed into bricks. These bricks and segregated metal are then sold and exchanged for money. On the other hand, biodegradable waste is digested by powerful machinery available, which in turn yields manure and biogas. Manure makes its way to get enriched and packed
and then sold to get returns. The fuel, biogas, is our key business asset that helps in generating clean electricity which in turn powers our Crypto - Mining
farms. The returns obtained from the above process are distributed to Investors/Token Holders and fed back into the system for improvisation.

Mining (Proof-of-stake)
The proof-of-stake is a method of securing a cryptocurrency network and achieving distributed consensus through requesting users to show ownership of a
certain amount of currency. It is different from proof-of-work systems that run difficult hashing algorithms to validate electronic transactions. The scheme
is largely dependent on the coin, and there's currently no standard form of it. In other words, dividends are paid to 3eye investment group investors using
this scheme when they keep funds in their 3eyewallet.

MASTERNODE
These are computers that run a wallet and make decisions, such as locking transactions with Instant Send, coordinate mixing o f coins, and voting on budget
funding. Masternodes are required to have collateral, a dedicated IP address, and be able to run 24 hours a day without more than a 1 hour connection loss.
Masternodes get paid X% of the block reward on every block, which is distributed to Masternodes one at a time, in simple terms, investors have to
buy/own a specific amount of coins or token to actually be able to run a Masternode (amount depending on minimum set by any altcoin project we choose
to setup Masternode for you on), you put that specific amount of token or coins in your personal wallet which only you can access and we will have it linked
to a strong virtual private server (VPS) which runs 24hours a day and 7days a week, and then that node performs a specific tax for the network it is on and
in turn the wallet linked to the VPS gets paid because you are helping the network out.
so many coins has announced their Masternode project, DASH coin was the first coin to introduce master nodes in early 2017, you needed a thousand
dashcoin to start one, and in early 2017 dash was only worth $10 so for $10000 you could have had the dash Masternode now it is worth almost $1m and
anyone carrying one of these is making over $60000 in passive income just by holding the Masternode. Holding a Masternode is like holding a whole node
on the network, it carries a blockchain and helps it from network attacks, depending on the coin they can do many different things, coin mixing, privacy,
and completion of transactions are the most common work of the node.
it can also serve as a decentralized government system, so the people that own a Masternode are very invested in that coin and are at the advantage of
making decisions for the coin's future and can improve the coins value because you are not day trading or selling the coins but will be gaining passive
income just by hodling.
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Thank you for your interest in Paragon Traders Please join us on our website or other social media for more details. We are looking forward to seeing you there!
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